
Set My People Free Intervention Tuesday 29 Session 13
Compacting Hate Crimes and ensuring protection against discrimination!!
Hate Crimes!
I will like to introduce to you a number Hate Crimes committed which were not mentioned today in the Sessions !!
1) The Charlie Hebdo 7 of January shooting motivated by blasphemy low in Islam which led to death of 11 journalist. 
The death penalty for Blasphemy in Islam is practiced in more than 10 countries world wide. It was a Hate Crime which 
led to death. Not to forget the Kosher supermarket attack.!!
2) Copenhagen freedom of speech meeting shooting on the 4 of Feb. in a caffe  and the synagogue.!
The Shooting in Copenhagen free was the second Hate Crime and was also attack on freedom of speech !
3) 23 August!
Train attack on innocent passengers of a train in France. 3rd series attack of hate crime fortunately the marines stopped 
it.!!
All this attacks of hate crimes were committed by immigrants in the EU with EU citizenship who had some 
affiliation with mosques and who claim they are muslims. One only was and immigrant worker.!!
5) Honour killing it the way sharia law is applied in EU 

Mostly effect women for having a relationship with non muslim or for leaving Islam or islamic law. Honour 
killing strip women from freedom as they fear execution for disobedience. The community does not  need to 
kill many one is enough to scare the others. We need to protect women from that.!

This is an example 28 September 2015 Mail on line                                                                                     
Muslim father strangled daughter, 19, to death in 'honour killing' after she was caught stealing condoms for 
sex with her forbidden boyfriend in Germany                                                                                              
Asadullah Khan , 51, said he killed his daughter Lareeb for bringing 'dishonour' on the family with her love for 
a boy he didn't approve of home city of Darmstadt in Germany, and tipped the corpse down it.!

!
6) x-muslim face death threats  in the OSCE region and in danger to be killed.     Mona Walter,   Ayan Hersi, !

 Wafa Sultan Living under protection nearly 24 hours. This threat to x-muslims should not be tolerated.!

7) Conclusion and recommendations!

As one of the Introducers said; This does not come from vacuum. !

We have to Relies the problem  and acknowledge that terrorism is hate crime!

Hate Crime is the Product of their society or  community which is not tolerance.!

We need to recognise that terrorist attacks is hate crime against European values!

First step the community of the terrorist  should not be enclosed to it self, but open to others and tolerant.!

The community of the terrorist attack should be tough tolerance and freedom of thought conscience and belief.!

Abolish the teaching of Apostasy blasphemy laws in Islam  There is no freedom of belief without freedom to change 

religion there is no religious freedom and with Blasphemy law there is no freedom of speech.!

Women and x-muslims should be protected.!

Condemn terrorism There is no justification for killing innocent for Unemployment , discontent, margenlization or poverty 

does not justify terrorism and murder of innocent.                                           
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